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by Joan Holub and Suzanne Williams
Join the class at Mount Olympus Academy
with the series that puts a modern spin
on classic Greek myths!
Athena the Brain #1

Finding out I’m a goddess and going to
MOA brings new friends, a weird dad, and
the meanest girl in mythology—Medusa!

Persephone the Phony #2

Hiding my feelings works fine until I meet
a guy I can be myself with—Hades,
the bad-boy of the Underworld.

Aphrodite the Beauty #3

Sure I’m beautiful, but it’s not always easy
being the goddessgirl of love and beauty.

Artemis the Brave #4

I may be the goddess of the hunt, but that
doesn’t mean I always feel brave.

Athena the Wise #5

Zeus says Heracles has to do 12 tasks
or he’ll get kicked out of MOA. I’m not
sure it’s wise, but I’m helping out.

Aphrodite the Diva #6

Isis claims she’s the goddess of love? Ha!
But to keep my title, I must find the
perfect match for Pygmalion,
the most annoying boy ever.

Artemis the Loyal #7

MOA’s Olympic Games are boys-only.
No fair!

Medusa the Mean #8

I just want to be immortal like those
popular goddessgirls. Is that too much
for a mortal to ask?

The Girl Games (Super Special)

Listen in on what all 4 goddessgirls
are thinking as MOA hosts visitors from
other lands—including a cute kitten!

Pandora the Curious #9

Oops! All I did was open Epimetheus’s
mysterious box. Who knew how much
trouble it would cause? Not me!

Pheme the Gossip #10

I got caught snooping for gossip. Now
I’m under a 24-hour anti-gossip spell.
It’s the worst day of my life!

Persephone the Daring #11

Orpheus’s music rocks! Everyone at MOA
thinks so, except Hades for some weird reason.
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